Aiming at to avoid the security drawbacks of the authentication protocol in Long Term Evolution-Wireless Local Area Network (LTE-WLAN) heterogeneous converged network proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), an improved protocol based on hybrid cryptosystem is proposed to achieve access authentication for WLAN user equipment(UE) with identity privacy protection. The security analysis shows that by using certificateless signcryption(CLSC) scheme without pairing calculation based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), hash chain and identity index mechanism, the proposed authentication protocol provides the following ten kinds of security properties: anonymous protection for International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), update on shared keys, protection for master session key(MSK), resistance to impersonation attack, replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack, redirect attack and Denial of Service (DoS) attack, mutual authentication between communication entities, and without framework modification from the original protocol. The performance analysis shows that the approximate calculation time of all the communication entities is 79 ms in total and that of UE is 266 us. Thus, our proposed protocol is superior to some other related improved protocols in terms of security and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous converged network has become the development trend of future communication system, providing users with diversified services. Authentication in such network, which provides identity authentication for communication entities, has always been a research hotspot and attracted extensive attentions. EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' (Extensible Authentication Protocol-Authentication and Key Agreement/ Improved Extensible Authentication Protocol-Authentication and Key Agreement) is the authentication protocol in LTE-WLAN heterogeneous converged network proposed by 3GPP, which adopts symmetric cryptography to realize the authentication of users, meeting most security requirements The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Congduan Li. of wireless networks, and successfully protecting communication entities from attacks.
The LTE network, which is mainly composed of UE (User Equipment), E-UTRAN (Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network), EPC (Evolved Packet Core), and non-3GPP Access Network, adopts loose coupling way [1] to converge WLAN and other non-3GPP networks [2] , as shown in Figure 1 [3] . When non-3GPP user device such as WLAN-UE connects to EPC, AAA(Authentication, Authorization, Accounting) server implements mutual authentication with UE on behalf of EPC, where HSS (Home Subscriber Server) is a central database storing user authentication information.
In LTE-WLAN converged network, when WLAN-UE is connected to HPLMN (Home Public Land Mobile Network), AAA obtains authentication information from HSS and Then, only authentication for WLAN access is studied in this paper.
Although EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' authentication protocol has realized the authentication between UE and HSS, meeting basic security requirements, researchers [4] , [7] - [9] have pointed out that this protocol has many security drawbacks, mainly as follows:
(i) Mutual authentication between HSS and UE has been realized in EAP-AKA protocol, while mutual authentication between AAA and HSS, between AAA and WLAN AN has not been realized.
(ii) MSK, the communication key between WLAN-UE and WLAN AN, is sent from AAA to WLAN AN in plaintext. Therefore, attackers can easily obtain MSK to disguise as a legal WLAN AN to communicate with WLAN-UE. Literature [4] points out that AAA can sends protected MSK to WLAN AN, but gives no specific scheme. Since there is no shared key between WLAN AN and AAA, MSK protection cannot be realized based on symmetric encryption system.
Besides, The authentication vector and SN ID transmitted between HSS and AAA are all transmitted in plaintext, which may be eavesdropped or intercepted.
(iii) As the unique identity of the user in registration process, IMSI is stored in the UICC(Universal Integrated Circuit Card) card in the device owned by the user. Therefore, user identity information IMSI may be obtained through replicating the UICC card. During the user authentication for the initial access to network, IMSI is transmitted to HSS in plaintext through multiple AAAs, and malicious AAAs can leak IMSI to attackers. Therefore, EAP-AKA/ EAP-AKA' protocol contains privacy protection vulnerability for IMSI.
(iv) The EAP-AKA authentication protocol lacks the mechanism to update the shared key between WLAN-UE and HSS, while security only depends on the single pre-shared key K . The leakage of the pre-shared key will cause the whole system to crash, and make the session keys between WLAN-UE and WLAN AN, WLAN-UE and AAA produced in the authentication process have no forward security.
(v) Literature [4] describes in detail that in the EAP-AKA protocol, attackers can launch re-direction attack to lure legal users to access to other WLAN networks with higher billing or lower security level, mainly due to the lack of WLAN AN authentication in the EAP-AKA authentication process.
(vi) EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' protocol cannot resist replay attack and man-in-the-middle attack. When intercepting the legal connection request from the user, an attacker sends the connection request once again through the replay attack. When obtaining authentication vector from AAA or HSS, the attacker forwards the authentication vector to the legal user for challenge. When the legal user sends response message for the challenge to AAA, the attacker intercepts it and forwards it to AAA. Then, the attacker will be authenticated as a legitimate user by AAA and successfully implement replay attack and man-in-the-middle attack.
(vii) EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' protocol is vulnerable to DoS attack. Once an attacker obtains IMSI, the attacker can launch DoS attacks against AAA and HSS by disguising as a legitimate user.
Therefore, many researchers [4] , [10] - [15] have devoted to improving the security of the authentication protocol in LTE-WLAN heterogeneous converged network. However, all these improved protocols still have drawbacks. Thus, our work contributes to constructing an authentication protocol called IEAP-AKA in LTE-WLAN network based on hybrid cryptosystem and certificateless signcryption to achieve access authentication for WLAN-UE with identity privacy protection. The proposed authentication protocol has shown a considerable amount of good performance as compared to some recent related ones.
This paper is organized as followed: Section II summaries and analyzes the recent related improved protocols based on EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA'. Section III introduces our improved authentication protocol in detail. Section IV describes the security and performance analysis of the proposed protocol and Section V gives the conclusion of the work.
II. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF RECENT SCHEMES
A. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME PROPOSED BY IMEN ELBOUABIDI et al.
Tseng [10] proposed a unified authentication scheme for 3G-WLAN converged network using hybrid cryptography, in which the public key cryptography based on elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman algorithm and symmetric cryptography were adopted. Elbouabidi et al. [11] fully affirmed the design idea of realizing authentication in unified form in converged network based on hybrid cryptography, and proposed authentication schemes for WLAN access and reauthentication for WLAN access, which improved the security performance and reduced the access latency. However, in the scheme proposed by Imen Elbouabidi et al., AAA server can obtain secret key K shared by UE and HSS, then malicious AAA can disguise legal UE to send access request to HSS. In addition, the protocol does not provide identity privacy protection with practicability.
B. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME PROPOSED BY FU
Fu [4] proposed an authentication protocol for WLAN access in LTE-WLAN network based on proxy signature mechanism and elliptic curve cryptography(ECC). In the scheme proposed by Fu, the UE sends proxy signature information to WLAN AN, then WLAN AN verifies the legitimacy of the UE by performing the process that is similar to EAP-AKA protocol on the basis of the validation of the signature information. The scheme can solve the problem of identity leakage and avoid attacks from mendacious access points, but there are still defects shown as follows, (i) the proxy signature algorithm UE adopts is based on ECC, which is not suitable for UE with limited resources. (ii) to prevent the attacker from tracking UE according to the public key in proxy signature, the proxy signature mechanism of UE is weakened. In the scheme, a subset of users randomly share the proxy signature keys, which can avoid only partial DOS attacks. The legal user UE who shares proxy signature keys with the legal user UE can impersonate UE to implement denial-of-service (DoS) attacks to AAA. (iii) some assumptions in the scheme are not in line with the actual application. For instance, it has been assumed that a secure connection and shared keys have been established between AAA and WLAN AN, and between AAA and HSS. (iv) there is no key update mechanism, so that the scheme cannot support forward security.
C. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME PROPOSED BY WU et al. [12] put forward authentication schemes for WLAN access and reauthentication for WLAN access mainly based on the techniques such as hash-based message authentication code, digital signature and hash chain, which can resist replay attack, guessing attack, masquerade attack, and etc. However, anonymity of the users is realized by using public key cryptosystems, which is impractical for UE with limited resources. In addition, the specific cryptographic scheme in the public key cryptography system has not been indicated in the scheme. And there is no shared key update mechanism between UE and HSS. Besides, the framework of the scheme proposed by Wu et al. has been modified too much from EAP-AKA protocol, which requires large-scale upgrading in existing infrastructure.
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D. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME PROPOSED BY ZHANG et al.
In the scheme proposed by Zhang et al. [13] , MSK was encrypted by the session key shared between UE and WLAN AN to solve the security problem that MSK was transmitted in plaintext. However, with the increase in quantity and mobility for UE, it will be complicated to manage and update the shared session keys between UE and WLAN AN. Dong and Wang [9] has improved the scheme in [13] by adopting public key cryptosystem, but also has many problems: (i) UE sends RAND UE , IMSI encrypted by initial shared secret key K to AAA, but AAA cannot decrypt the ciphertext to get RAND UE ,IMSI without the knowledge of which K belonging to the specific user should be used to decrypt the ciphertext. (ii) The scheme proposed by Zhang et al. has been modified too much from EAP-AKA protocol, which also requires large-scale upgrading in existing infrastructure. Bassoli et al. [14] realized the authentication between UE and AAA based on public key cryptosystem without the adoption of authentication vectors that used in original EAP-AKA protocol. Therefore, the scheme proposed by Bassoli R et al. has also been modified too much from EAP-AKA protocol. Besides, in the protocol proposed by Bassoli R et al., VOLUME 7, 2019 IMSI is encrypted by the same public key from AAA to achieve identity anonymity protection in every round of authentication process without dynamic identity updating mechanism, which provides the traceability of the user. In addition, AAA server can obtain shared secret key K between UE and HSS, then malicious AAA can disguise legal UE to send access request to HSS. El Idrissi et al. [15] proposed an improved scheme based on Elliptic curve cryptography, in which the shared session key between UE and HSS was generated by key exchange algorithm ECDH(Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman) and updated in every round of authentication process. Although the improved scheme provides forward security and mutual authentication between communication entities, the assumptions in the scheme are not in line with the actual application. In their scheme, AAA and HSS have established secure connection without any authentication process, so do AAA and WLAN AN. In addition, the scheme provides security features without identity anonymity protection. As AAA transmits IMSI to HSS in plaintext.
III. IMPROVED SCHEME IEAP-AKA
In this section, a security enhanced authentication scheme in LTE-WLAN heterogeneous converged network based on certificateless signcryption scheme with identity privacy protection is proposed to achieve high security without drawbacks in original EAP-AKA protocol.
A. INTRODUCTION OF CLSC SCHEME
Signcryption is a cryptographic primitive that provides authentication (signing) and confidentiality (encrypting) simultaneously at a lower computational cost and communication overhead. Then, CLSC is a signcryption scheme based on elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) without timeconsuming pairing operation. Notions used in CLSC are listed in Table 1 . CLSC scheme, which consists of seven polynomial time algorithms, can be summarized in Table 2 according to the following expression.
For example, pk i user i ←− PUK(ID i , x i ,system params) means that useri executes PUK algorithm to generate public key pk i by taking ID i , x i , system params as inputs.
Then, in our previous research [16] ,we proposed a CLSC scheme which is provably secure against indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2) and existential unforgeability under adaptive chosen-message attack (EUF-CMA) resting on Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assumption and discrete logarithm problem in the random oracle model. Furthermore, the proposed scheme resists the ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) attack, public key replacement (PKR) attack, malicious but passive KGC (MPK) attack, and presents efficient computational overhead compared with the existing related CLSC schemes. Therefore, in this paper, our scheme implement authentication based on our CLSC to improve the security.
B. INTRODUCTION OF OUR IMPROVED SCHEME IEAP-AKA
IEAP-AKA scheme consists of four phases: system initial phase, registration phase, authorization phase, authentication and key agreement phase.
1) SYSTEM INITIAL PHASE:
In this phase, parameters in the authentication system are generated as follows:
(i) The network operator randomly chooses a prime number q with k bits, determines {Fq, E/ Fq, G, P} based on ECC.
(ii) The network operator randomly chooses s pd ∈ Z * n as master secret key and calculates the public key P pdpub = s pd P.
(iii) The network operator chooses secure collisionresistant one-way hash functions:
The network operator stores s pd and keeps parameters {F q , E, G, P, P pdpub , H 0 , H 1 , H 2 } in public.
2) REGISTRATION PHASE:
A user should follow the following steps when making a registration request to his/her hometown network operator:
(i) The user selects a UICC card from the network operator.
(ii) The network operator determines the IMSI for the UICC card selected by the registered user.
(iii) The user chooses a random number SRAND recorded as SRAND 0 , inputs registration password PW pd , while the operator calculates initial secret key K recorded as K 0 shared with the registered user based on PW pd and the fingerprint information B collected by an equipment. Then, the operator calculates K IUHi (i = 0) and initial temporary identity RMSI i (i = 0) as follows.
The network operator stores {RMSI 0 , SRAND 0 in the UICC card and sends it to the registered user UE through secure channel. {RMSI 0 , SRAND 0 will be used as authentication information in the authentication and key agreement phase.
Besides, parameters with symbol * listed in Table 3 have been stored in the database HSS of operator for every registered user. And the initial datas are recorded as
Where, IDX i (i ≥ 1) is the identity index for corresponding user and function H 128_64 () is used to take out the first 64 bits of the function variable.
3) AUTHORIZATION PHASE:
In authorization phase, the network operator assigns secure parameters to legitimate AAA and HSS for signcryption in the authentication and key agreement phase. The specific steps are as follows: (i) HSS randomly selects x H ∈ Z * n , calculates public key P H = x H P, submits {ID H , P H } to the network operator for authorization request. The operator randomly (ii) AAA randomly selects x A ∈ Z * n , calculates public key P A = x A P, submits {ID A , P A } to the network operator for authorization request. The operator randomly selects t A ∈ Z * n , calculates
t A + s pd l A mod q, sets d A as partial private key of AAA, and sends it to AAA through a secure channel. AAA sets (x A , d A ) as the private key and PK A = (P A , T A ) as the public key.
(iii) WLAN AN randomly selects x W ∈ Z * n , calculates public key P W = x W P, submits {ID W , P W } to the network operator for authorization request. The operator randomly
private key of WLAN AN, and sends it to WLAN AN through a secure channel. WLAN AN sets (x W , d W ) as the private key and PK W = (P W , T W ) as the public key.
4) AUTHENTICATION AND KEY AGREEMENT PHASEL:
The steps of authentication and key agreement phase are shown in Figure 3 with the details as follows.
(i) WLAN AN and WLAN-UE start establishing a connection and executing mutual authentication.
(ii) WLAN AN requests user identity in Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPOL) format.
(iii) When responding to the EAP request/identity for the i-th(i ≥ 1) time, WLAN-UE computes K i−1 , K IUH (i−1) and IMSI according to formula (1, 2, 5) , computes identity index IDX i , temporary identity HMSI i and shared secret key K i , RMSI i according to formula (4,6,1,3), stores K i and RMSI i .
where, function L128_64 is used to take out the last 64 bits of the function variable. Length of security parameters in EAP-AKA and our IEAP-AKA scheme are listed in Table 4 and Table 5 .
Then, WLAN-UE sends EAP response/identity message to WLAN AN, which contains HMSI i , (SNID UE ) Ki , ID H , realm}, and where SNID UE is the identity of the access network WLAN AN that UE connects and ID H is the identity of HSS.
(iv) WLAN AN will be rerouted to appropriate AAA based on realm information, perhaps passing through one or more AAA proxy. (v) The WLAN AN forwards the EAP response/identity message to AAA.
(vi) Based on HMSI, AAA searches in its database and checks whether there is an unused authentication vectors available for the user. If an unused authentication vector is not available, AAA requests an authentication vector from HSS. The message includes
where SNID AAA is the identity of the access network WLAN AN that AAA connects and ID A is the identity of AAA.
(vii) On receiving the message from AAA, HSS executes the following steps.
HSS accomplishes the identity authentication of AAA by verifying the received signcryption information using the public key PK A = (P A , T A ) of AAA that is corresponding to ID A in the database of HSS and his own secret key (x H , d H ).
According to the decrypted information HMSI i , HSS extracts IDX i according to formula 6, searches the database in Table 3 , obtains K i−1 , SRAND i−1 ,and IMSI according to the mapping relation and verifies HMSI i by checking whether L128_64(HMSI i ) = (SRAND i−1 ⊕ K i−1 ⊕ IMSI ) or not. Let N be the number of authentication vectors that HSS generates in one time. HSS obtains updated shared secret key K i , chooses N random numbers recorded as SRAND ij (j = 1, 2, . . . N ), uses EPS-AV generating algorithm list below to generate authentication vectors for authentication in this round, in which SQN is a sequence number produced by the serial number counter owned by HSS, AMF is the authentication management filed of the HSS, which is the domain name of the network to which the user belongs, MAC is the message authentication code, AUTN is the authentication token, Master Key (MK ) is used to derive the shared keys between UE and AAA and between UE and WLAN AN in the following processes. f 1 and f 2 are authentication functions, f 3 , f 4 , f 5 and KDF are key derivation functions. In our proposed protocol, SRAND, K i are used to replace RAND and K in original EPS-AKA protocol.
EPS − AV = (RAND, AUTN HSS , XRES, MK ) (14)
Then, as listed in Table 3 , HSS updates identity index with IDX (i+1)j (j = 1, 2, . . . N ) according to formula (4), updates current shared secret key with K i , updates random number with SRAND ij (j = 1, 2, . . . N ) to build the mapping relationship for a new round of entire EAP-AKA authentication.
Then, HSS decrypts (SNID UE ) Ki by K i and verifies whether SNID UE = SNID AAA or not, so as to accomplishes the identity authentication of WLAN AN to avoid redirection attack. Then, HSS sends signcryption information to AAA containing {ID H , Signc H (EPS − AV (1, 2, . . . N )}.
(viii) AAA sends EAP-request/identity message to WLAN AN one more time.
(ix) WLAN AN forwards EAP request/identity message to WLAN-UE one more time.
(x) WLAN-UE sends EAP response/identity message containing HMSI i to WLAN-AN one more time.
(xi) WLAN AN forwards EAP response/identity message to AAA. AAA compares the HMSI i in successive EAP response/identity message. If they are not the same, AAA asks for authentication vectors from HSS one more time.
(xii) AAA checks whether there is configuration information to access WLAN for WLAN-UE stored in its database. If no configuration information is available, AAA asks for verification of access permission from HSS.
(xiii) AAA decrypts {ID H , Signc H (EPS − AV (1, 2, . . . N )} using the public key PK H = (P H , T H ) of HSS that is corresponding to ID H and his own secret key (x A , d A ) to authenticate HSS, chooses an authentication vector EPS − AV (j)(j = 1, or 2, or . . . or N ), generates session key K encr and integrity key K auth from MK for AAA and WLAN-UE and secure communication key MSK for WLAN-UE and WLAN AN, generates ID re−auth for re-authenticaiton and encrypts them using K encr . Then, AAA sends challenging request message M2 to WLAN AN, where MAC (M 1) Kauth is message authentication code calculated using K auth , (ID re−auth ) Kencr is a re-authenticaiton identity encrypted by K encr , and AUTN HSS(i) is generated using EPS-AV generating algorithm in original EAP-AKA protocol.
M 1 = SRAND ij , AUTN HSS(i) , (ID re−auth ) Kencr (j = 1, or 2, or . . . or N )
(xiv) WLAN AN forwards EAP challenging request message to WLAN-UE.
(xv) WLAN-UE accomplishes the challenging based on the same algorithm in EAP-AKA, computes MK by shared secret key K i and received SRAND ij , extracts SQN from received AUTN HSS(i) , computes XMAC and compares it with MAC extraced from AUTN HSS(i) . Then WLAN-UE accepts HSS when XMAC = MAC, generates session key K encr and integrity key K auth from MK , verifies the integrity of message M2, obtains ID re−auth by decryption using K encr , and computes MSK . Then, WLAN-UE sends challenging reply message M3 to WLAN AN.
(xvi) WLAN AN forwards challenging reply message to AAA.
(xvii) After the validation of the integrity of message M3, AAA compares RES and XRES. If they are equal, AAA sends notification request message to WLAN AN.
(xviii) WLAN AN forwards notification request message to WLAN-UE.
(xix) WLAN-UE sends notification response message to WLAN AN.
(xx) WLAN AN forwards notification response message to AAA.
(xxi) AAA sends EAP authentication successful message and {ID A , Signc A (MSK )} to WLAN AN.
(xxii) WLAN AN obtains the MSK by decrypting the signcryption information using the public key PK A = (P A , T A ) of AAA that is corresponding to ID A and his own secret key (x W , d W ) and forwards authentication successful message to WLAN-UE.
(xxiii) AAA applies for WLAN registration for WLAN-UE from HSS.
IV. ANALYSIS ON IEAP-AKA SCHEME A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In summarize, our improved IEAP-AKA protocol avoids many defects in the EAP-AKA protocol, which improves the security of 3GPP LTE-WLAN heterogeneous converged network, and provides all security services as that in the original 3GPP LTE-WLAN network, namely mutual authentication between communication entities, security establishment and key negotiation in non-access layer and access layer. Table 6 summarizes the methods we adopt to solve the security defects in original EAP-AKA protocol. And Table 7 summarizes the security features of our protocol and some existing improved protocols. Analysis below shows that our protocol provides the most security features and the highest security level.
1) USER IMPERSONATION ATTACK:
It is practical that the attacker traps the login message of a legal user in step (iii) during the execution of the authentication. In order to respond to the EAP request/identity for the i -th (i ≥ 1) time, the attacker has to compute valid HMSI i . As the attacker cannot compute HMSI i without the TABLE 6. Methods adopted to solve the security defects. knowledge of the shared secret key K i−1 , IMSI and IDX i . Besides, in order to be authenticated by HSS and respond to the EAP response/challenging in step (xv), the attacker has to compute valid RES. As the attacker cannot compute the challenging reply message RES without the knowledge of the shared secret key K i . It is clear that the attacker cannot derive shared session keys K encr and MSK without the knowledge of K i to communicate with AAA and WLAN AN.
Furthermore, in the authentication process, other legal communication entities also fail to impersonate as legal WLAN-UE. For legal WLAN AN, who forwards all the messages from WLAN-UE to AAA, cannot accomplish key agreement with AAA without the knowledge of the valid MK to derive K encr to communicate with legal AAA in the following communication. As introduced in section I, AAA server implements mutual authentication with UE, where HSS is a central database storing user authentication information [3] . It means that privileged insider in legal AAA may launch user impersonation attack. And our protocol can resist such insider attack, which will be analyzed as follows. Therefore, our protocol can resist user impersonation attack.
2) PRIVILEGED INSIDER ATTACK:
It is practically assumed that the server AAA authenticated by HSS is trusted. But, the communication system may be ruined due to the presence of an insider. So, the server AAA cannot gain control over the secret information of the user. In our protocol, the original password and the fingerprint information transmitted in registration phase are masked. And it is computationally infeasible to extract the password of the user due to the non-invertible property of the one-way hash function. Furthermore, the insider of AAA server cannot compute HMSI i without the knowledge of the shared secret key K i−1 , IMSI and IDX i which are kept secret in HSS. Hence, our protocol can resist privileged insider attack.
3) WLAN AN IMPERSONATION ATTACK:
Attacker extracts the parameters from the transmitted message in the i-th(i ≥ 1) time authentication in step(v) over the public channel and guesses the parameters HMSI i , (SNID UE ) Ki and transmits to AAA. However, the computation of HMSI i (SNID UE ) Ki relies on the secret parameters K i−1 , IMSI , IDX i and K i . The attacker cannot guess them in polynomial time. Thus, our protocol can resist WLAN AN impersonation attack.
4) AAA IMPERSONATION ATTACK:
To impersonate legal AAA, the attacker has to compute the signcryption message sent to HSS in step (vi) and successfully decrypt the signcryption message sent from HSS to generate K encr , K auth and MSK in step (xiii). As the attacker cannot successfully accomplish the tasks above without the knowledge of secret keys (x A , d A ) owned by legal AAA. Therefore, our protocol can resist AAA impersonation attack.
Furthermore, legal entities also fail to impersonate as legal AAA. For legal WLAN AN, who forwards all the messages from AAA to WLAN-UE, cannot accomplish key agreement with WLAN-UE without the knowledge of the valid MK to derive K encr to communicate with legal UE in the following communication.
5) REPLAY ATTACK:
The attacker captures the previous transmitted message to launch the replay attack to make the received entity believe that the transmitted message is from legal entity and fresh. For WLAN-UE, HMSI and shared secret key K i are both updated in every round of authentication, which means that the attacker who replays the previous login message in step (iii) and the response challenging message in step (xv) cannot achieve connection to HSS and be authenticated by HSS. As the previous messages contains invalid HMSI and RES for a new round of authentication.
According to our previous research [16] , each signcrypted message sent by the signcryptioner contains a different randomly chosen number r s which is used to make message fresh. The receiver rejects the message sent by the attacker due to invalid random number implied in the replay message sent by the attacker. In this way, the attacker fails to impersonate AAA to communicate with HSS and WLAN AN in step (vi) and (xxi) respectively by replay attack. Besides, messages sent by AAA in step (vi) and (xiii) contains the shared secret key K i , derived session key Kencr and integrity key Kauth, which are updated in every round of authentication, which means that the attacker who replays the previous message in step (vi) and (xiii) cannot successfully communicate with HSS and WLAN AN as legal AAA.
Similarly, the attacker fails to impersonate HSS by replay attack in step (vii) since message sent from HSS to AAA is signcrypted. Legal AAA rejects the message sent by the attacker due to invalid random number implied in the replay message sent by the attacker.
To impersonate legal WLAN AN, the attacker who replays the previous message in step (v) fails to achieve connection to AAA. As in the previous messages, SNID UE is encrypted by previous shared secret key K i . However, K i is updated in every round of authentication, then, it is clear that HSS decrypts (SNID UE ) Ki by new K i and verifies that SNID UE = SNID AAA is not valid in step (vii). Then, the attacker fails to impersonate WLAN AN by replay attack.
Hence, our protocol can resist replay attack.
6) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION:
Based on certificateless public key mechanism and signcryption scheme, our IEAP-AKA scheme accomplishes the authentication between communication entities. During the execution of the protocol, HSS accomplishes the identity authentication of AAA by verifying the received signcryption information sent by AAA in step vii, while AAA authenticates HSS in step (xiii). AAA accomplishes the authentication of WLAN AN in step (vii) by verifying whether SNID UE = SNID AAA or not, while WLAN AN authenticates AAA in step (xxii) by verifying the received signcryption information sent by AAA. Furthermore, our proposed protocol accomplishes authentication between WLAN-UE and HSS (legal AAA is responsible for HSS to implement the authentication [3] ) by verifying whether XMAC = MAC, RES = XRES or not respectively in step (xv) and (xvii), which is the same method as that in the original EAP-AKA protocol. Finally, our protocol negotiates session keys when performing the mutual authentication between communication entities, where session key K encr and integrity key K auth are generated for AAA and WLAN-UE and MSK is generated for WLAN-UE and WLAN AN.
7) CRUCIAL AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION ENCRYPTED:
Our IEAP-AKA scheme achieves encryption for crucial authentication information based on our secure certificateless signcryption(CLSC) scheme and traditional encryption algorithm. Authentication vectors sent from HSS to AAA are signcrypted by HSS, session key MSK transmitted from AAA to WLAN AN is signcrypted by AAA, and SN ID is encrypted by the shared secret key K i .
8) IDENTITY ANONYMITY, UNTRACEABILITY AND DYNAMIC:
In our IEAP-AKA scheme, identity index is proposed to achieve identity anonymity, untraceability and dynamic. Instead of sending IMSI in plaintext in traditional EAP-AKA scheme, HMSI is used in our scheme, which contains identity index, hidden information for IMSI, shared secret key and a random number. On receiving HMSI, HSS verifies the legitimacy of HMSI by searching his database according to the identity index. Besides, HMSI is updated in every round of authentication, which achieves identity untraceability and dynamic simultaneously and avoids attackers sending connection request via replay attack.
9) FORWARD SECURITY PROPERTY:
Forward secrecy was first used in [17] in the context of session key exchange protocols. The basic idea is that compromise of long term keys does not compromise past session keys, meaning that past actions are protected in some VOLUME 7, 2019 way against loss of the current key. The same basic idea is described in a different context by M. Bellare and S. K. Miner in 1999 in their digital signature scheme in which the public key is fixed but the secret signing key is updated at regular intervals so as to provide a forward security property: compromise of the current secret key does not enable an adversary to forge signatures pertaining to the past. [18] Generally, in different contexts, as described in [19] forward security means an adversary would not compromise the previous confidential information even if it obtained the current confidential information. Various methods can be used to realize forward security in protocol design. Hash operation which is nonreversible can be used to provide forward security [19] , [20] . In our protocol, a simple one-way hash chain technology which contains ( Formula 1) is adopted to update the shared key K between UE and HSS, solving the problem that the security of authentication process only depends on a single initial shared key K . In the authentication process for the i-th (i ≥ 1) time, shared key K i is used to compute the Master Key (MK ) in step (vii), MK is used to derive session key K encr , integrity key K auth for AAA and WLAN-UE and session key MSK for WLAN-UE and WLAN AN in step (xiii). It is clear that even if the attacker obtains the current key K i , K i−1 cannot be calculated according to the one-way hash function, so as to ensure the previous confidential information. Therefore, our protocol can provide forward security.
10) REDIRECT ATTACK:
In our IEAP-AKA scheme, the identity SNID UE of the access network WLAN AN that UE connects is encrypted by secret key, that is (SNID UE ) K , while the identity SNID AAA of the access network WLAN AN that AAA connects is signcrypted by the secret key (x A , d A ) of AAA, that is Signc A (SNID AAA ). Therefore, HSS can avoid redirect attacks by checking whether SNID UE = SNID AAA or not. Besides, secret key K is updated in every round of authentication, which avoids attackers sending replay message (SNID UE ) K to achieve redirect attack.
11) Man-In-The-Middle Attack:
The update mechanism of HMSI makes our scheme resist replay attacks. Therefore, if the attacker sends HMSI to HSS to request connection through replay attacks, HSS will judge the attacker as an illegal user. Then, the attacker cannot obtain authentication vectors to accomplish man-in-themiddle attacks.
12) DoS ATTACK:
In our protocol, the user identity HMSI and the shared key are updated in each round of IEAP-AKA authentication, by which the attacker cannot cause DoS attack by replaying HMSI. Even if HMSI is replayed by attackers, HSS can immediately find the mistake identity information sent by the attackers through the updated identity index IDX, thus avoiding DoS attacks which may eat up time and bandwidth to generate and transmit authentication messages. In addition, according to formula (6), parameters SRAND and K in HMSI are also updated which also effectively avoids DoS attacks. Table 8 shows the calculation time [21] , [22] of relevant cryptography operations used in the improved schemes mentioned above with the same platform in [23] . As shown in the table, the calculation time of encryption and decryption algorithm in traditional asymmetric (public key) cryptosystem is about 100 times that of in symmetric cryptosystem [4] , while the calculation time of the algorithm in public key cryptosystem based on elliptic curve is lower than that of in public key cryptosystem. Since the specific public key cryptography algorithm is not given in improved protocols above, the calculation time of the algorithms in asymmetric (public key) cryptosystem T AE is approximately set to T AE ≈ 100T E . The performance evaluation of authentication protocol is difficult to calculate accurately, which depends on many factors of the actual network, such as bandwidth of the communication channel, topology of the network, calculation capacity and physical location of the mobile devices, and etc. In addition, some improved EAP-AKA protocols above make a lot of framework modifications from the original protocol. Therefore, it is difficult to provide accurate performance analysis of each protocol, and the performance analysis is roughly analyzed and compared, as shown in table 9 with the same platform in [23] .
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Comparison of the time of UE and the total calculation time is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 according to the data in Table 9 . Due to the limited resources and bottleneck of power supply in UE, calculation time in each communication entity should be reduced especially for UE, while ensuring the basic security performances.
It can be seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that protocols in [9] , [11] and our protocol have lower computation cost with little difference. However, according to section II and Table 7 , both protocols in [9] and [11] have security vulnerabilities. Although authentication parameters such as authentication vectors are generated by AAA, which reduces the calculation burden of HSS and the communication time delay between AAA and HSS in some protocols [12] , [14] , too many framework modifications are made from the original EAP-AKA protocol.
In summarize, the comprehensive security and performance analysis shows that our protocol provides higher security with lower execution time.
C. OTHER ANALYSIS
As mentioned above, our protocol improves the security of EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' authentication protocol by using some cryptographic techniques. Although our improved protocol provides more security properties without framework modification from the original protocol, the storage capacity and the computation performance of communication entities should be improved to accomplish the authentication process in our protocol. For example, (i) in system initial phase, network operator should store master secret key S pd and calculate the public key P pdpub . (ii) in registration phase, HSS should increase the memory requirement to store identity index for anonymous identity protection. (iii) in authorization phase and authentication and key agreement phase, in order to implement certificateless signcryption scheme in our authentication process, communication entities including HSS, AAA and WLAN AN should increase the computation and storage. And UE should calculate (SNID UE ) Ki to achieve encryption for crucial authentication information, which may increase the calculation burden of UE.
However, according to the analysis results in TABLE 5 and 9, all the increase of computation and storage is very limited and means nothing for communication entities with abundant resources and sufficient power supply, such as HSS, AAA and WLAN AN. Besides, such increase is also very limited even for UE as computer processing performance continues to increase.
V. CONCLUSION
Hybrid cryptosystem and cryptographic techniques have been proposed to construct an improved authentication protocol based on EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' in LTE-WLAN heterogeneous converge network launched by 3GPP. These techniques, including certificateless signcryption(CLSC) scheme without pairing calculation based on ECC, hash chain and identity index mechanism, aim to repair the security loopholes that exist in EAP-AKA/EAP-AKA' protocol and the improved schemes discussed above in section II of this paper. Through the informal security analysis, we have shown that the proposed protocol satisfies known security attributes for authentication protocols, including anonymous protection for user identity, update on shared keys, protection for MSK, resistance to impersonation attack, replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack, redirect attack and DoS attack, mutual authentication between communication entities, and without framework modification from the original protocol. Computational efficiency of proposed protocol presents its lightweight attribute especially in user equipment. This makes the protocol more appropriate for portable mobile equipment.
